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What is a tree?
“An upright woody plant with 
a dominant stem that reaches 

a height of at least 3 m”

Körner 2012



Guiding Question

What causes treelines?

winter conditions may cause such damage as for
instance in the central Alps and parts of the Rocky
mountains. It took nearly half a century until
Tranquillini (1979) presented the first synthesis
based on empirical data - still a largely European,
temperate zone picture, because this was the area
from where most of the data came. Thanks to this
treeline classic, growth itself became a focal point
once more (see D€aniker’s paradigm, above) and
other explanatory approaches, including photosyn-
thetic performance and low temperature resistance
became known as uncritical or not tree-specific,
points confirmed several times in more recent
years for other parts of the globe (Chaps. 10 and 11).

The third wave, rooting in Humboldt’s tradition,
somewhat overlapping with the second, started dur-
ing World War II with Carl Troll’s biogeographical
approach (e.g. Troll 1973a). Troll’s comparative view
re-introduced the broader picture and emphasized
the global nature of the treeline phenomenon. Arriv-
ing at quantitative biogeographic data from around
the globe (Hermes 1955) and testing climatological
correlates (e.g. Lauer 1985), this school of researchers
drew the framework into which experimental
work needed to become integrated, abandoning
generalizations from region specific patterns and
observations, and adopting comparative approaches
at large scales. Unfortunately, this integration hardly
happened. For the rest of the last century, the two
schools co-existed (the ecophysiological, tied to sites,
and the geographical, descriptive/correlative), with
hardly any linkages. Biogeographic explanations
becamemore varied as more places were considered

and the real mechanisms remained presumptive.
Since more likely causes where not distinguished
from less likely ones and local phenomena got
mixed up with global ones, we arrived at an ‘every-
thing matters’ philosophy, which I consider an end
point of scientific endeavour, because it dispenses
the experts from qualified judgement and ranking.
Not surprisingly, the discussion drifted further away
fromunderstanding treelines aswewere inD€aniker’s
days. Experimentalists remained occupied by their
site’s and species’ peculiarities (both commonly
cool temperate) and missed out the comparative
elements, so self-evident to most bio-geographers.

This is a classical ‘the blind men and the ele-
phant’ situation. According to this old parable,
believed to come from India, a few blind men were
permitted to touch an elephant and then dispute
what it is like. One was given the tail to touch, others
touched the ear, the leg, the trunk. . . Easy to imagine
how the story goes on. The often seemingly
conflicting views about the causes of treeline in
reality emerge from a narrow perspective, from a
sort of enlarging glass view, at scales at which a
multitude of factors may indeed interfere, with the
more basic drivers becoming overlooked. This book
will take a wide-angle lens view, not ignoring these
micro-facets, but placing them in a larger, global
context, scales at which a few tenths of metres of
local variation in treeline elevation do not matter.

Had Willhelm Schimper not died from a tropical
disease at an early age in 1901, after his third expe-
dition, soon after he became a professor of Botany in
Basel, we might have seen a different history.

Fig. 1.1. Global plant formations as seen by Alexander von Humboldt. Note, the latitude specific elevation of the forest limit
(Humboldt 1845–1862)
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Bounded Question
What are the (mostly) above-ground environmental 

factors and eco-physiological processes that constrain 
the tree growth form? 

and eastern Himalayas and rise to 4500–4700 m ele-
vation at similar latitudes in Tibet. The treeline in the
northern calcareous front ranges of theAlps is at 1600
m, reaches 2000 m beyond the front range (e.g. near
Innsbruck) and is found at 2350 m in the central
Swiss Alps. On the Amazonian slope, the Andean
treeline is at 3800m in Bolivia, but climbs to 4800m
in the Altiplano region. As will be shown, the highest
treeline position on Sajama volcano (4810m, Bolivia)
does not reflect an outstanding hardiness of Polylepis
trees, but a peculiar warm local climate, as result of
the ‘massenerhebungseffekt’. Mountains on small
islands or isolated small mountains in otherwise
low elevation surroundings show comparatively low
treelines (no ‘massenerhebungseffekt’, see Sect. 3.2).
These regional climatic peculiarities explain a large
part of the variation in treeline elevation as compiled
for instance by Hermes (1955; Fig. 3.4). Much of this

variation disappears when metres of elevation are
replaced by actual local temperatures.

3.4 Treeline elevation

Treeline elevation varies with latitude (Figs. 1.1,
3.4). At ca. 72! N (central northern Siberia) and
ca. 68! N (Canadian Arctic) and 55.4! S (Cape
Horn National Park, Chile), the Arctic and Antarc-
tic lowland tundra and the tree limit are merging at
sea level. At only 2–4! lower latitude high elevation
treelines can be found at 300–600 m above sea
level, and it rapidly climb to above 1000 m in the
centre of the boreal zone. In the temperate zone,
treeline elevations may be anywhere between 1600
and 3600 m depending on the regional climate,

Fig. 3.4. The latitudinal variation of treeline and snowline modelled by climatic drivers (K€orner 2007a; see also Chap. 5). Note
the parallel trend in the biological boundary (treeline) with the purely physics-driven snowline
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with a pronounced mid-summer peak at arctic,
boreal and temperate locations, to wider, nearly
200-day seasons in the subtropics and rather
‘flat’ curves in the equatorial tropics with year
round conditions facilitating growth Fig. 4.11.
The warmest periods show weeks with mean
temperatures of 10–12 !C at high latitude, with
temperatures hardly ever exceeding 7 !C in the
equatorial tropics. Warmest month means vary
from 5 to 11 !C, hence have no predictive value
outside certain parts of the temperate zone (e.g.
the Alps, southern Rocky Mountains). Neither soil
freezing nor snow are consistently associated with
treeline formation at otherwise similar isotherms

for periods warm enough for significant plant
metabolism and growth.

The statistics given for each site (top left in each
diagram) plus data for additional sites not listed
here (see K€orner and Paulsen 2004) reveal that
there are no consistent trends in absolute minima
of root zone temperature. A similar observation
was made for the European alpine zones (K€orner
et al. (2003). Also the degree hours >0 !C do not
reveal consistent patterns and can be anywhere
between 650 and 1500 !h (most frequently between
900 and 1100 !h), largely reflecting season
length (increasing with decreasing latitude). With
two noteworthy (low) exceptions (Alaska and

Fig. 4.10. Seasonal mean temperature and length of growing season at treeline across 40 locations worldwide, plotted against
latitude (K€orner and Paulsen 2004 and newer data). Closed symbols in the map are for climatic treelines, open symbols for non-
treeline species limits. For regions with more than two sites only means are shown
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Explanations

Tree stature causes alpine treeline because tall 
trees are more closely coupled to the temperature 
of the free atmosphere than are low-stature plants.

“Treelines will be understood once the functional 
difference between a tree and a shrub is” 

Körner 2012
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4.5 Whole forest temperatures

Are tree species at the treeline experiencing
a colder day-time climate than other vegetation?
Following from Sect. 4.4, for upright trees, coupled
to free atmospheric circulation, the answer is
a clear yes. For seedlings, the answer is a clear no,
because alpine vegetation adjacent to trees near the
treeline is always warmer than trees during the day
(Table 4.2, Fig. 4.12). The best proof to date of
the thermal disadvantage of having an upright stat-
ure at treeline elevations for whole forests comes
from infra-red thermography. This technique
permits one to scan many thousands of surface
temperatures in a single image at a resolution of
0.1 K per data point. Depending on the camera-
object distance, image points can be a few square
metres on an opposing slope or a few square
millimetres on a single flower head. Observing
trees in a treeline ecotone setting clearly evidences
that trees represent ‘cold fingers’ in an otherwise
warm heathland surrounding (Fig. 4.13).

Hence, there is overwhelming evidence, that the
life form tree operates at closer to ambient tem-
perature conditions than any other life form found
at high elevation. With small positive deviations
during sunshine hours, trees track meteorological
conditions in their environment, whereas small
stature vegetation decouples aerodynamically and
thus is able to live at elevations much higher than
trees. As will be shown in Chap. 11, this is also
reflected in the thermal adaptation of their metab-
olism. Because of this close association between
air temperature and tree temperature, treelines
follow isotherms across topographically rich
landscapes, resembling lines similar to those of
the shore lines of mountain water reservoirs.

Since tree crowns interact with solar radiation,
irrespective of the inclination of the ground, they
also drastically reduce the slope exposure effects,
so important in treeless alpine terrain (Scherrer
and K€orner 2009, 2010a). Ground temperatures
under trees exposed to contrasting compass
directions have been shown to be indifferent in

Fig. 4.13. (continued) a Thermal imaging permits an illustration of the closer aerodynamic coupling of trees to atmospheric
conditions compared to heathland. Left This series of images was taken near treeline in the Rhone glacier catchment. The treeline
forest is fragmented by avalanches. On average, the grass- and shrub-heath is 7 Kwarmer than the trees (inset). During the night,
the temperature gradient is reversed: low vegetation shows radiative cooling (3 K less than trees; images from different dates and
air temperatures). Right Infra-red image for a transect across montane forest into alpine grassland near Arolla, Central Swiss
Alps. Note the abrupt change in surface temperature across the treeline ecotone. b A vertical temperature profile from dwarf
shrubs to a treetop at the treeline near Arolla, Switzerland. Note the cooler temperature in shade and in the tree crown
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Finally, Figure 32 shows conceptually how the tapering thermal boundary layer fosters 
the growth pattern of an advancing diffuse treeline. The boundary layer in the figure below is 
decreases in height from 55.61cm, at the lower treeline, to 5.46cm, at the upper treeline, and 
finally to 2.46cm, the height of the zero-plane displacement in the rockslide which serves as a 
proxy for the boundary layer thickness in the upper tundra where the effect of the diffuse treeline 
is negligible.  
                                          

Figure 32: Conceptual Model of Thermal Boundary Layer 

 
 

The sheltering effects of the leading edge of treeline create opportunity for seedling 
establishment by increasing the zero plane displacement in the tundra soil above the treeline. As 
saplings grow into the upper limits of their thermal boundary layer, their increased density 
pushes the zero plane displacement even higher. This positive feedback loop, associated with 
‘reach and fill’ advancement patterns, could be increasing rates of treeline advancement at the 
‘leading edge’.  
 

DISCUSSION 
Differential Heating 

 Feedbacks that occur within treelines modify the microclimate and increase local 
warming. By creating a microclimate that exhibits favorable temperatures for tree survival, these 
feedbacks may contribute directly to treeline advance. In studying the microclimate at treeline 
and tundra on Pikes Peak, this investigation observed similar patterns of differential heating seen 
by previous researchers, thus corroborating findings by Johnson  (2011) and Anderson (2012) 
that the presence, and possibly structure, of the treeline intensifies local heating. Johnson’s study 
revealed that daytime temperatures in the treeline reached a higher level of maximum heating 
faster than the rockslide in response to solar input (Johnson, 2011). Anderson further developed 
this theory by observing that at shallow soil depths, the treeline warmed an average of 7° F more 
than the rockslide during the day (Anderson, 2012).  

This study substantiates the pattern of differential heating at the treeline of Pikes Peak; 
during a week in July, which exhibited the greatest signal of differential heating, shallow soil 
temperatures differed by an average of 8° F between treeline and the rockslide (see Figure 3). In 
addition to soil temperatures, the signal of differential heating between the treeline and the 
rockslide is also present in the air at 10cm and 2.5m, where temperatures differed by only several 
degrees. This suggests that within the treeline, soil and near surface air temperatures are coupled 
and exhibit analogous patterns of local heating. This study observed differential heating for the 

Dickson 2013

Shrinking boundary layer with elevation



Explanations
Carbon-limitation hypothesis: 
Photosynthesis is environmentally-limited such that trees 
at treeline do not have adequate C for growth - carbon 
source-limitation 
(Stevens and Fox 1991)

Growth-limitation hypothesis: 
Cell and tissue formation is environmentally-limited such 
that trees at treeline cannot grow - carbon sink-limitation 
(Körner 1998)



were more common than other patterns in both investigated
tissues. Consequently, the statistical analyses across all sites and
species revealed a highly significant effect of elevation and tissue
type for starch and NSC concentrations and no significant inter-
action between elevation and tissue type (Table 3). In contrast,
elevation had no significant effect on the concentrations of low-
molecular-weight sugars along the elevation gradients in both
tissue types (Table 3).

The prevailing increasing trend of non-structural carbon
compounds with elevation in leaves and wood becomes espe-
cially clear if standardized values are compared among sites,
since these data are independent of the absolute concentration
differences among species and tissues (Fig. 3). While starch con-
centrations increased markedly and nearly linear from timber

line to tree line, low-molecular-weight sugar concentrations
remained more stable across the investigated transects. Hence,
the overall increase of NSC is mainly driven by changing starch
concentrations rather than concentrations of free sugars.

In order to quantify the NSC concentration change across the
tree line ecotone, we additionally compared the relative differ-
ences in starch, sugar and NSC concentrations between the
lowest and the highest elevation for each site and tissue. Overall,
only 5 out of 30 incidences showed slightly lower NSC concen-
trations at the highest elevation, while the rest exhibited (up to
+225%) higher concentrations at the uppermost stands (Fig. 4).
On average, NSC concentrations at the tree line were 18% higher
in leaves and 26% higher in wood compared with the respective
concentrations at the timber line. In accordance with the analy-

Figure 2 Non-structural carbohydrate (NSC) concentrations in branch wood (‘wood’) and mature leaves of all investigated tree species at
three elevations along the elevational gradients: L, low elevation near timber line; M, middle elevation between timber line and tree line; H,
high elevation at the tree line. The numbers in square brackets indicate the sampling locations as given in Table 1 and Figure 1. For the two
sites at which two species were sampled the genus name is added. Low molecular sugars are shown as black bars and starch concentrations
are given as white bars. NSC concentrations are means of 5–10 trees per elevation category + standard errors. Note that at site 13, leaves at
the highest elevation had entered autumnal senescence. See Table 3 for the corresponding statistical results. % d.m., per cent dry matter.

G. Hoch and C. Körner

Global Ecology and Biogeography, 21, 861–871, © 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd866

Fatichi et al. 2014
Hoch and Körner 2012
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Fig. 1 Plant growth as modeled in current
Dynamic Global VegetationModels (DGVMs;
blue arrows) and based on empirical evidence
(additional red dashed arrows), nutrient
controls ongrowthandcarbon (C) reserves are
included in a subset of models (violet arrows).
The difference between the two conceptual
models is fundamental, but because many
processes are correlated, plausible results can
be obtained in the short term, even with a
mechanistically wrong approach.
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Fig. 2 Differencebetweennormalizedphotosynthesis and structural growth (fractionsofmaximumvalue) as a functionof temperature (a) and soilwaterdeficit
(b). The y-axis refers to both photosynthesis (squares) and organ growth (circles). Sub-plot (c) shows a proof-of-concept using a model where direct
temperatureandwater (turgor) controls for growthwere simply implemented for this analysis. Themodel T&C(Fatichiet al., 2012)wasused to simulate carbon
(C) assimilation and plant growth for a 30-yr period (1980–2010), with parameters and boundary conditions characteristic of a Swiss deciduous forest and the
climate of Zurich (Switzerland). The shape of the temperature and water limitation controls (a, b) was adapted from the literature (Parent et al., 2010 for
temperature;Muller et al., 2011 for water deficit) and the actual values were derived assuming that all the C that is allocated in the original model to structural
growth can be allocated in the present climate also in themodel with environmental controls for growth (EC). This hypothesis implies that photosynthesis and
growthare coordinated in thepresent climate. Imposing the sameenvironmental controls ongrowth, six hypothetical scenarioswere simulated: plus andminus
2°C air temperature (Ta), plus andminus 20% precipitation (Pr), and plus 200 and 400 ppm of atmospheric CO2. The scenario to control ratios of GPP (Gross
Primary Productivity), AWP (Aboveground structural Wood Production, original model) and AWP + EC (AWP + environmental controls) with respect to the
present climate are shown. Differences between AWP and AWP + EC are present for Ta-2°C and Pr-20% and are striking for the CO2 enrichment scenarios.
Note that the proof-of-concept is likely to underestimate the difference because nutrient limitations and feedbacks of growth limitations on photosynthesis are
not accounted for. Also,we assumed that C available at any time can be stored and successively allocated to structural growth if favorable conditions occur (i.e.
infinite size of C reserve pool and no respiration or exudation from reserves).
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when growing at low elevation. Some geographi-
cally isolated areas of the globe may lack sufficiently
cold-adapted taxa or the adapted ones have been
driven to regional extinction, causing the upper
limit of the local tree flora not to reach the potential
climatic limit of the tree life form (some islands,
parts of the Mediterranean).

The size of any plant population, including tree
populations, is controlled by birth and death rates,
and there must be much more birth than old tree
death for a population to be sustained, because of
the far greater mortality in the earliest life stages.
In all tree populations less than one permil of all
seeds become established seedlings, and less
than 1% of all seedlings become trees, and
treeline populations make no exception (Chap. 9).
The resultant demographic structure of tree
populations at the treeline reflects the history of
recruitment success and mortality events. Such
demographies always show pronounced deviations
from the normal exponential decline in numbers of
individuals per age class. This means both recruit-
ment and death show irregular temporal patterns,
possibly reflecting exceptionally positive or nega-
tive weather situations or disturbances. Therefore,
a single seedling census does not tell usmuch about

the vitality or the dynamics of a population. If there
are a lot of seedlings they may be gone in a few
years, and if there are none there may be a recruit-
ment wave soon. Therefore, the demographic (age)
structure of older age classes is more informative
than seedling counts. Such demographies com-
monly point at waves (episodes) of successful
recruitment followed by significant intervals with
none (e.g. Gervais and MacDonald 2000). It is pos-
sible to associate age class frequency peaks with
particularly favourable past climatic episodes.
Many species can only recruit in fully open terrain.
For this to happen, a periodic collapse of patches of
aged treeline forest may be a prerequisite, leading
to a highly dynamic ecotone. Hence, the absence of
seedlingsmay be tied to the absence of recent forest
break-down (Fig. 12.3).

Based on tree demography, there is no evidence
of a systematic and general (long-term) recruit-
ment limitation at the treeline. Quite often, the
number of seedlings is greater above the treeline
than within the uppermost forest. These seed-
lings initially profit from shelter among alpine
vegetation and microtopography, but the fully
sky-exposed ones, without any shelter, may expe-
rience stress during their earliest life stage.

Fig. 12.2. When it gets cold, there is a rather fundamental discrepancy between the temperature sensitivity of cell duplication
time or the duration of mitosis (the visible part of the cell cycle) and photosynthetic carbon gain. This diagram thus, encapsulates
the central problem of plant growth in the cold, illustrating that meristematic activity approaches zero at temperatures below 5
!C, which still permit high rates of CO2 uptake

12 Treeline formation - currently, in the past and in the future172



DGVMs simulate growth as a function of 
photosynthesis - assuming c-limitation of growth
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Example model output on the landscape

Alpine
Treeline 

Ecotone
Subalpine 

Forest



Major Assumptions

Boundary layer dynamics determined only by wind 
speed - all land surfaces equal 

Only ‘growing season’ matters (no winter damage 
effects)

No species-specific growth effects

Growth at treelines is growth (i.e., sink) limited, not 
photosynthesis (i.e., carbon) limited


